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ABSTRACT
This paper analyzes the security of amplitude encoding for double random phase encryption. We describe several types
of attack. The system is found to be resistant to brute-force attacks but vulnerable to chosen and known plaintext attacks.
Keywords: optical encryption, double random phase encoding, cryptanalysis.
1. INTRODUCTION
Optical information-processing systems have emerged as a very promising means of encryption, securing and validation
of data [1-17]. They exploit the advantage of the inherent parallelism of optical systems, the processing of information at
the speed of the light, and its versatility for manipulating the information in the spatial domain or in the spatial frequency
domain. Under  these circumstances,  optical  systems are considered to be  a  good  solution for  real-time secure  3D
television and video-conference systems, where a digital communication channel transmits encrypted digital holograms
[6-8] and then this information is retrieved and displayed by means of secure 3D display systems [9]. To encrypt the
data, one of the most popular techniques is the double random phase encryption scheme [10,11]. This scheme uses a
classical 4-f correlator and two random phase masks. The first mask is placed in the input plane immediately after the
image to be encrypted. The second mask is located in the Fourier domain. Up to now, a complete analysis regarding the
security of this technique has not been performed.
In this paper, we present such an analysis of the numerical implementation of amplitude encoding for double random
phase encryption. There are other types of double random phase encoding that are more secure. For example, fully phase
encoded approaches as described  in Ref.  11 may be more difficult to attack. Also,  double random phase encoding
becomes  much more secure  when employed  in optical  systems.  The phase codes  could  be  stored  in thick optical
materials such as photo-polymers. If the keys are recorded on photo-polymers, there are nonlinear effects of the optical
materials as well as the Bragg condition. The nonlinear effects need to be known depending on the particular parameters
used during the recording of the keys. The Bragg regime requires that the angle of incident light corresponding to the
optical code satisfies the Bragg condition.
In case of optical implementation, the keys can be placed in the Fresnel domain which provides a multi-dimensional
space to encode the information [14]. The correlation length of the optical keys can be in micron range which requires a
substantially large number of random searches in 3D space for each trial of a 2D phase key. If wavelength [15] and
polarization encoding [16] are utilized, they will add additional degrees of difficulty. In addition, implementations with
optical storage are more secure because the encrypted data is not easily available in digital form for  processing. In
general, these optical properties and multi-dimensional topologies cannot be easily simulated by digital computers and it
is difficult to determine the reliability of these methods by digital techniques.
Section 2 describes the principle of the double random phase encryption and its theoretical security. In section 3 we
demonstrate that it is not necessary to know the complete keys in order  to get an approximate decrypted image. In
section 4 we describe two attacks that require an attacker to be able to choose some images to encrypt. In section 5, we
present an attack that uses two known – but not chosen – images. Conclusions are given in section 6.
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2. DOUBLE RANDOM PHASE ENCRYPTION
In this paper, we concentrate on the analysis of the original double random phase optical encryption schemes that were
described in [10] and [11]. However, identical or similar techniques could be applied to variants of the schemes or even
to other optical encryption techniques.
2.1 Principle and notations
The considered encryption scheme is sketched in Fig. 1. Figure 1(a) shows the optical implementation of the algorithm
and Fig. 1(b) sums up the performed operations. Following common cryptographic nomenclature, let us call P the plain
(original)  image and  C the  ciphered  (encrypted)  image.  Let  us  denote  X and  Y the first  and second  phase  keys
respectively. All of P,C,X and Y are two-dimensional functions. For now, we make no assumption concerning the nature
of the plain image P; it can be real- or complex-valued. On the other hand, the keys X and Y are pure phase functions,
that is,  their  magnitude is constant and equal  to 1.  As can be  seen  in  Fig.  1,  the encryption  process  consists  of
multiplying – point by point – the plain image P by the first key X. The result of this product is Fourier transformed and
the obtained spectrum is multiplied – again point by point  – by the second key Y. The result of these operations is the
ciphered image C. The complete process can be written as
C=Y⋅F P⋅X  , (1)
where · denotes point-by-point product and F denotes the two-dimensional Fourier transform (FT) operation. Note that
the encryption process described in [10] performs an additional inverse FT, so that the actual ciphered image is the
inverse FT of  C. However this final step does not add anything to the security of the system and, knowing this final
image, it is always possible to compute its inverse FT to obtain C. For this reason we ignore this final transformation. 
For the needs of the analysis, we consider that P,C,X and Y are discrete (pixelized) and spatially bounded. This is always
the case in practice,  given  that even  continuous images and phase keys can be  adequately sampled. We therefore
represent these four two-dimensional functions by four r × c arrays, where r and c are the numbers of rows and columns
respectively. The total number of pixels of each array is then N = r × c. In addition, we re-arrange each array into a
vector with N components; this vector is formed by sequentially appending each column of the original array. The four
vectors are called P,C,X and Y.
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2.2 Theoretical security and weaknesses of the scheme
The encryption model in [10] uses keys with continuous values of phase. However a practical system will be limited to a
discrete number of phase levels L. If the system were perfect, an attacker who only knows a ciphered image C would
have to try every possible key in order to retrieve the plain image P. Since there are two N-pixel keys with L phase levels
for each pixel, so this brute-force attack would require trying L2N combinations. For any practical values of L and N, this
number is huge and – more importantly – it increases exponentially with the number  of  pixels  N.  This degree of
complexity is deemed computationally intractable. In order  to give an idea of the involved difficulty, let us take an
example with  L = 16 phase levels and  N = 100 × 100 pixels in each key.  Then the number of keys to try would be
1620000 ~ 1024000, which is inconceivable. However, these L2N combinations concern the general – and ideal – case. This
number does not always measure the actual security of the system. Under certain conditions, the number of necessary
attempts can be  somewhat reduced.  In section  3,  the actual strength of  the encryption technique is given is some
particular cases.
Another important aspect  of  a  cryptosystem is its capacity to resist  a known plaintext or  a chosen plaintext attack
[18,19]. Namely,  let us assume that the attacker knows a plain image and its corresponding ciphered image, or even that
an authorized user can be induced to cipher a plain image chosen by the attacker. Then the knowledge of this particular
pair – or even of many pairs – of plain image and ciphered image must not help the attacker to decrypt other ciphered
images. In particular it should not be possible to recover the keys from one or several pairs of plain/ciphered images.
Unfortunately the encryption scheme considered in this paper has a property that facilitates this type of attack. This
property is linearity. Indeed, the system is a composition of point-by-point multiplications and Fourier transforms, which
are all linear operations. If  P1, P2 are two plain images with corresponding ciphered images  C1, C2, and  α, β are two
scalar coefficients, it is straightforward to show using Eq. (1) that αP1 + βP2 is encrypted to αC1 + βC2. Considering the
discrete case, this linearity means that the transformation between the plain image vector  P and the ciphered image
vector C can be represented by a matrix-vector product as follows
C=TP , (2)
where T is the N × N transformation matrix that characterizes the encryption process. We show in sections 4 and 5 how
this linearity property can be used to attack the system.
3. APPROXIMATE DECRYPTION USING REDUCED KEYSPACES
In this section, we show that it is not always necessary to know the complete keys in order to decrypt – at least partially
– a ciphered image. We compute the strength of the encryption technique in a few particular cases. Throughout this
section, we assume that the plain image P is a pure magnitude function with a zero (or constant) phase.
3.1 Ignoring the first key
If the plain image P has a zero phase, it is not necessary to know the first key X in order to be able to decrypt a ciphered
image C. Indeed, if we only know the second key Y, we can easily recover the product P · X by
P⋅X=F ­1 C÷Y  , (3)
where F-1 stands for the inverse FT and ÷ stands for the point-by-point division. Now because P is a pure magnitude
function and X is a pure phase function, the plain image is simply recovered by
P=∣P⋅X∣=∣F ­1 C÷Y ∣ , (4)
where | | is the modulus. 
Since the first key X is  not necessary for the decryption, a brute-force attack only needs to try every possible  instance of
the second key. The number of combinations is therefore LN  instead of L2N. This represents a great simplification since
the number of trials is reduced by a factor LN. In the case of the example used in section 2.2, the number of combinations
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to try is 1610000 ~ 1012000. Fortunately, this number remains huge. Note that this simplification is not applicable in the case
of a phase-coded plain image [11]. For the next two subsections, we still assume that the plain image is magnitude-coded
and we therefore ignore the first key.
3.2 Reducing the number of phase levels
We have assumed that the keys are coded with  L phase levels. For a brute-force attack, it is possible to reduce the
number of phase levels to try, while accepting some loss of quality in the decrypted image. For instance, we can look for
keys with only two phase levels. The number of possible combinations is then 2N instead of  LN.  For the example of
section 2.2, the number of combinations to try would be 210000 ~ 103000.
In order to show the effect of reducing the number of phase levels of the key during decryption, we encrypt a 100 × 100
image with continuous phase keys (L = ∞; practically, 64-bit floating point representation for each phase value). Figure
2 shows the result of decrypting with the original key Y and with various reductions of phase levels of the same key. It
can be seen that the original image is recognizable even with a binarized phase key Y. However, the fewer phase levels,
the more noise is introduced in the reconstruction. This technique is therefore only usable if the plain image does not
possess small details.
3.3 Using a sub-window of the second key
Because of the first random key X and the FT performed during the encryption, the information of the plain image is
spread over the whole ciphered image. It is sometimes possible to recover enough information about the plain image by
decrypting only a partial window of the ciphered image. For instance, Figs. 3(a)-(c) present decryptions of a 100 × 100
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2: Decryption of an image encrypted with a continuous phase key. (a) Continuous decryption key.
(b) Two-level decryption key. (c) Three-level decryption key. (d) Four-level decryption key.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3: Decryption using partial windows of the ciphered image. (a) 30x30 window
(b) 40x40 window (c) 50x50 window.
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image using partial windows of the ciphered image with various sizes. Since an approximate reconstruction of the plain
image is possible from only a window of the ciphered image, it is sufficient to look for the corresponding window of the
second key Y instead of the full key. If the window has a total of Nr<N pixels, then the number of combinations to try is
LNr instead of  LN. In the case of Fig.  3(a), it is enough to find a 30 × 30 window of the second key. The number of
combinations is thus reduced to 16900 ~ 101080.
This technique of finding  a partial window of the second key can be combined with the phase-level reduction technique
described in subsection 3.2. If the number of phase levels is Lr<L, then the number of combinations is LrNr. Figure  4
gives decrypted images using four phase levels for the second keys and various window sizes. In the case of Fig. 4(b),
the number of trials would be 41600 ~ 10960.
As with the reduction of phase levels, the use of a partial window loses some of the information and therefore introduces
noise in the recovered image. For this reason, it can only be used when the plain image does not have small details. Note
that in all the cases we have presented in this section the number of keys to consider is vastly reduced compared to the
original number of keys, and yet the remaining number of possibilities is still intractable. In the following sections, we
present different approaches to attack the encryption technique.
4. CHOSEN PLAINTEXT ATTACK
In this section, a different type of attack is considered. We assume that the attacker has the ability to trick a legitimate
user of the system into encrypting particular images.
4.1 Using a base of the input space
As explained in section 2.2, the encryption operation is linear and can be represented by a matrix-vector product as in
Eq. (2). As an operation in a vector space of dimension N, the encryption is fully defined by its operation on a base of
the vector  space. In other terms, let us suppose that the attacker can obtain the ciphered images  C1,...CN of  N plain
images P1,...PN that constitute a base of the vector space. Then an N × N matrix P can be formed, using as columns the
vectors  P1,...PN that correspond to the  N plain images. Similarly, an N × N matrix C can be formed with the vectors
corresponding to the ciphered images. The process of encrypting all the plain images can be written as
C=TP
, (5)
where  T is the same encryption matrix as in Eq. (2). Now,  P and  C are known to the attacker, and P is invertible
because its columns are linearly independent. So, the encryption matrix can be computed by
T=CP
­1
, (6)
with  P-1 the inverse  of  P.  At this stage the system is compromised because  knowing the encryption  matrix  T is
equivalent to knowing the keys. Indeed, from Eq. (2), we see that any unknown plain image P can be obtained from the
ciphered image C by
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4: Decryption using partial windows of the ciphered image and reduction to
four phase levels. (a) 30x30 window (b) 40x40 window (c) 50x50 window.
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P=T­1C , (7)
where T-1 is the inverse of T.
To sum up,  with the knowledge of  N linearly independent  plain images (a  base  of  the vector  space)  and of  the
corresponding ciphered images, an attacker is able to retrieve the keys of the system and to decrypt any subsequent
ciphered image. We have classified this attack as “chosen plaintext” because of the necessity that the N images be a
base. In theory, the N images do not have to be specifically chosen by the attacker. It suffices that the attacker wait to
know N linearly independent images. Note that the attack presented in this subsection is quite general and would work
for any linear encryption technique [20,21]. In practice, this attack is not very useful because it requires one to know a
huge number of plain images, for instance 10000 images if they have 100 × 100 pixels. In the next subsection we present
a technique that requires much fewer images.
4.2 Using an impulse input image
Let us examine what happens if the attacker succeeds in having encrypted an image with a single bright pixel. We will
assume that all the pixels of the plain image are turned off except the central pixel (note that the same analysis can be
done if the bright pixel is not in the center of the image). The plain image is then 
P µ ,ν =δ µ , ν , (8)
where (µ,ν) are the spatial coordinates and δ(µ,ν) is the impulse distribution that is equal to 1 in (0,0) and to 0 otherwise.
Using Eq. (8) in Eq. (1), we obtain
C  µ , ν =Y  µ , ν ⋅F
[
µ ,ν ⋅X  µ , ν 
]
=Y  µ , ν ⋅F
[
 µ ,ν X 0,0
]
=X 0,0 Y µ , ν 
, (9)
where X(0,0) is the central value of the first key. Equation (9) means that, to a constant phase factor, the ciphered image
is equal to the second key (that it has a different constant amplitude is not important). Thus, by encrypting a single
chosen plain image, the attacker can easily recover the second key.
Actually,  there is a variant of  this attack that could appear less suspicious to the authorized user. The attacker can
provide two plain images P1 and P2 to encrypt in a way that 
P1(µ,ν) - P2 (µ,ν) = δ(µ,ν). (10)
Figure 5: Key recovery using two plain images differing by one pixel.
(a) (b)
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Concretely, Eq. (10) means that P1 and P2 only differ by one pixel: the central pixel of P1 is bright while that of  P2 is
dark. Figure 5 presents an example of two such images. Now because of the linearity of the encryption scheme, we find
that
C1­C 2=Y⋅F [P1­P 2 ⋅X ] (11)
and using Eq. (10) we obtain
C1­C 2=X 0,0Y . (12)
The second key can thus be found by subtracting the two ciphered images.
If the plain images are amplitude images, then the knowledge of the second key Y is sufficient to decrypt the ciphered
images (see section 3.1). On the other hand, if the plain images are phase coded [11], then it is not enough to know Y to
perform the decryption. However, the remaining key X can be recovered with a single additional plain-ciphered image
pair. Indeed, if P3 is a uniform (spatially constant) image, with its corresponding ciphered image C3, then Eq. (3) gives
P3⋅X =F
­1

C 3÷Y  , (13)
and since P3 is constant, the first key is directly recovered as
X ∝F ­1

C3÷Y  . (14)
To sum up, with a maximum of three chosen plain-ciphered image pairs, it is possible to recover the two encryption keys
and break the system. Yet, this attack has the disadvantage that the attacker must be able to induce an authorized user to
encrypt some particular images. In the next section, we study an attack that operates with more relaxed conditions.
5. KNOWN PLAINTEXT ATTACK
In this sections, we assume that the attacker knows two plain images P and P' with their corresponding ciphered images
C and C'. The plain images do not have to have very specific forms so they do not have to be chosen by the attacker.
Once again, we use the vector  representations of the plain images  P,  P', ciphered images  C, C', and keys  X, Y (see
sections 2.2 and 4.1). We are now interested in the expression of the encryption process in terms of pi, p'i, ci, c'i, xi and yi,
the elements of the vectors P, P', C, C', X and Y, respectively. For the first image, we can write
ci= y i∑
j=1
N
F ij x j p j with 1 ≤ i ≤ N, (15)
where  Fij is  the matrix that characterizes the FT operation. Note that,  although it operates on  vectors,  it does  not
represent a one-dimensional FT but rather a two-dimensional FT on the images before they are re-arranged in vector
form. For the second image, we can write similarly
c ' i=y i∑
j=1
N
F ij x j p ' j with 1 ≤ i ≤ N. (16)
Now, it is possible to eliminate the elements of the second key yi by cross-multiplying Eqs. (15) and (16). We get
ci∑
j=1
N
F ij x j p ' j=c ' i∑
j=1
N
F ij x j p j with 1 ≤ i ≤ N, (17)
hence
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a
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∑
j=1
N
F ij x j ci p' j­c ' i p j=0 with 1 ≤ i ≤ N. (18)
In Eq. (18), the only unknown variables are the components of the first key xj. We thus rewrite this equation as
∑
j=1
N
Sij x j=0 with 1 ≤ i ≤ N, (19)
where Sij = Fij(cip'j-c'ipj) is known. Equation (19) represents a system of N linear equations with N unknown variables.
This system has a trivial solution xi = 0 for every i. This solution is not the one we are looking for because we know that
the first key is not zero. Therefore there has to be another solution to this system. This is only possible if the determinant
of the matrix S is zero, that is if the N equations are not linearly independent. This interpretation of this property is that
the keys are defined up to a constant phase factor. We can thus arbitrarily choose the value of one pixel of the key and
this will fix the values of the rest of the pixels. We decide to fix xN = 1. We can then eliminate the last equation of the
system, because it is a linear combination of the other equations. With these modifications, Eq. (19) is transformed to
∑
j=1
N ­1
S ij x j=­Si N with 1 ≤ i ≤ N-1. (20)
This new system of N-1 equations with N-1 variables can be solved by classical system solving techniques such as Gauss
elimination or LU decomposition [22]. Of course, the resolution is only possible if the determinant of this new system is
not zero. In practice, this condition is not very restrictive. Once the first key is known, the second key is easily retrieved
using for instance Eq. (15) by
yi=
ci
∑
j=1
N
F ij x j p j
with 1 ≤ i ≤ N. (21)
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6: Decryption by known plaintext attack. (a) and (b) Two known plain images. (c) Unknown ciphered
image and (d) its decryption using the keys retrieved thanks to the two known images. 
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An example of this attack is presented in Fig. 6. The known plain images P and P' are shown in Figs.  6(a) and 6(b)
respectively.  From these two images and their corresponding ciphered images,  the keys  X and  Y are found. These
recovered keys are then used to decrypt the unknown ciphered image shown in Fig. 6(c). The result of the decryption is
given in Fig. 6(d). As can be seen, the plain image is successfully decrypted.
The attack presented in this section requires solving a system of about N equations. The complexity of this attack is thus
O(N2) in space and O(N3) in time. This polynomial complexity makes the problem tractable. For the 100 × 100 images of
Fig.  6,  the  keys  were  found  in  6  hours  on  a  1.6  Mhz  Pentium M  computer  using  Gaussian  elimination  with
backsubstitution.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have analyzed the security of the double random phase encryption scheme and we have described
possible attacks. We first considered the feasibility of brute-force attacks and we showed that, although some tricks can
be used to lessen the security, the remaining number of trials is prohibitive. However, we then described several possible
chosen or known plaintext attacks and showed that the system is vulnerable to these forms of attack. With as few as one
chosen image, it might be possible to break the system. Alternatively, two non-chosen but known plain images are
sufficient to retrieve the keys. In this latter case, the process of computing the keys is computationally intensive but
nevertheless feasible. An important weakness of the encryption scheme resides in its linearity. To minimize the risks, it
is recommendable to use large keys, at least with 1000 × 1000 pixels. If possible, the re-use of keys should be avoided:
new keys should be used for each encryption, as in a one-time pad approach [18,19].
In this paper,  we have investigated the numerical implementation of  amplitude encoding for  double  random phase
encryption. There are other types of double random phase encoding that are more secure. For example, fully phase
encoded approaches [11]. Also, double random phase encoding becomes much more secure when employed in optical
systems. If the keys are recorded on photo-polymers, there are nonlinear effects of the optical materials as well as the
Bragg condition. In case of optical implementation, the keys can be  placed in the Fresnel domain which provides a
multi-dimensional space to encode the information [14]. If wavelength [15] and polarization encoding [16] are utilized,
they will add additional degrees of difficulty. In general, implementations with optical storage are more secure because
the encrypted data is not easily available in digital form for processing, and the optical properties and multi-dimensional
topologies can prove difficult to simulate digitally.
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